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Regina King adds dyfunctional
twist with ‘This Christmas’
By Dino-Ray Ramos
STAFF WRITER

SAY “AAAHHHHH!” “The Mist” features many Stephen
King-flick staples — including bad acting, cheesy
monsters and a disappoint ending.

The king of horror
missed with ‘Mist’
By Soren Andersen
McCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

T

HERE are good Stephen King movies: “The Shining,”
“The Shawshank Redemption,” “Misery,” “Carrie”
and “1408,” to name but a few.
And there are bad Stephen King movies, like “Maximum
Overdrive,” “Graveyard Shift” and “Thinner.”
“The Mist,” though written and directed by Frank Darabont, the man who made “Shawshank,” falls firmly in the
latter category.
It s a product of the “AAAHHHHH!” school of horror
filmmaking.
As in: “AAAHHHHH!
..........
Giant slimy serrated
tentacles are tearing me
V “The Mist”
to pieces!” And:
C (A bit of a fog)
“AAAHHHHH! Monster
V Cast: Thomas Jane, Marcia Gay
bugs from Dimension X
Harden, Andre Braugher, Laurie
are eating my face off!”
Holden Toby Jones
Not to mention:
“AAAHHHHH! I paid
V Directed by: Frank Darabont
nine bucks and change
V Rated: R for violence, gore,
to see this junk?”
language
“AAAHHHHH!” Mercy.
When a strange impenetrable fog envelops a supermarket in rural Maine, bad
things begin to happen.
Outside in the haze, incredibly cheesy-looking special-effects creatures nosh on any hapless human who happens to
cross their path. Inside the store, incredibly awful acting is
committed by performers who ought to know better. And
yes, I’m talking about you, Oscar-honored Marcia Gay
Harden, raving maniacally in the role of a religious fanatic,
going all fire and brimstone and demanding human sacrifice to appease an angry God and fend off The End Times.
And you too, Andre Braugher, hyperventilating as a
crabby lawyer who doesn’t buy into the notion his neighbors are becoming finger food for fiends from hell. You’ve
come a long, sad way from your heyday in “Homicide: Life
on the Street.” In the role of the hero, a father trying to protect his young son from those foul fiends, Thomas Jane is
solid and stolid and pretty much forgettable.
“The Mist,” too, would be utterly forgettable except for its
ending, which is shockingly downbeat. I won’t play spoiler
here, but I predict when word of the characters’ fate gets
out via word of mouth people will shun this picture like the
plague.

Movie review

I

N one of the first holiday
movies of the season,
“This Christmas” stars
Regina King as Lisa Whitfield, the eldest of a
group of siblings that come
home to celebrate Yuletide
cheer — and a twist of family
dysfunction.
King’s role as Lisa is a far
cry from many of her sassy,
tough-as-nails characters from
the past. As a woman with a
domineering husband and the
oldest sister with an overbearing load of responsibility on
her shoulders, she isn’t exactly
the poster child for female empowerment.
“A lot of (Lisa’s) resentment
is played out through the relationships with her siblings,”
says King. “I think that ending
up married for 10 years and
asking yourself if getting out is
the best thing for your kids — a
lot of women can relate to that.
I felt that this was the opportunity to be the face for those
women.
“Hopefully I can encourage
them to feel that they don’t have
to stay in something that is not
nurturing to the whole woman.”
We spoke with the diverse
actress about how it was to play
such a character and the insand-outs of making a familyfriendly Christmas movie.
Q: What made you want to
do a Christmas movie?
A: I think that Christmas
movies go in the family category. Looking at it from a business perspective, movies that I
did like “Cinderella Story” and
“Daddy Day Care” tend to have
a long shelf life. If you want to
continue to expand your audience and have a new generation
of viewers, it‘s smart to do
family movies. When they asked
me to be involved, Delroy Lindo
and Loretta Devine were already
attached I immediately said, “Of
course!”
Q: How does “This
Christmas” differ from other
holiday movies?
A: Primarily, you have a
black family as the subject, but
everything in the movie is uni-

SISTERLY LOVE: Regina King (right) and Sharon Leal
play two loving sisters (for the most part) in the familyfriendly holiday movie, “This Christmas.”
versal. There are little cultural
aspects that are sprinkled
throughout the movie that you
can’t change because we are
black — we wouldn’t want to. It
deals with a lot of things that
the majority of people in their
20s, 30s and 40s can relate to.
Q: How do you relate to your
character, Lisa?
A: I am the oldest of two siblings, but I have two half-sisters
above me. I can relate to her in
thinking that “my way is the
right way” because I am the
oldest. She’s the only one that
is married with children. A lot
of people like that tend to think
that they are well-versed in life
than others.
Q: Would you consider her a
pushover?
A: I don’t think she is that
much of a pushover, but she is
a submissive woman. She is
vulnerable because she is
scared of doing something that
doesn‘t serve someone else. Her
sister Kelly (Sharon Leal), who
is very close to her age, were really close, but when their dad
left, she thought that she would
never be the woman that is
stuck with kids and dependent
on a man. (Lisa’s) view was that
someone needed to help mom.
Q: How did the cast create a
family bond before filming?
A: We kind of just all got
thrown together, and lucky for
us, we just really liked each
other. That’s the difference be-

tween a lot of movies — if the
chemistry is there it’s beautiful,
when it isn’t, it falls a little
short. We didn’t do any special
field trips or anything like that,
but in the last dance sequence,
you totally get the feeling that
these people had fun!
Q: Was there anything in the
film that parallels your experiences with Christmas?
A: There’s something about
me in all of those women. I
think a lot of women will say
the same thing. I’ve stayed in a
relationship much longer than I
needed to (like Lisa); I am very
prominent in my child’s life
(like Loretta Devine‘s character). I can also say that I don’t
call my grandmother as much
as I should because I am balancing work and motherhood,
like Kelly. I can also even relate
to Lauren London’s character
Mel. She’s a free spirit and she
throws things against the wall
and sees what sticks. She’s
kind of like the smile of the
family.
Q: What is your favorite
thing about the holidays?
A: Probably the food, the
drinks — we just laugh so
much during the holidays. It’s
at the end of the year. It’s always nostalgic. It always happens when you’re with family.
You’re always calling back the
past.
Reach Dino-Ray Ramos at 925945-4713 or at dramos@bayareanewsgroup.com.

